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If an incorrect operation is performed, or if processing could not be performed as you specified, an error message will appear. Refer
to the explanation for the error message that appears, and take the appropriate action.

ERROR Screens
If an ERROR screen appears, touch <EXIT> to erase the message.
Message
Copy Buffer Not Allocated!

Meaning
There is not enough amount of memory you can use for
sampling to execute the Copy.

Action
Shorten the range that will be copied, or delete unneeded
samples from the V-Synth GT.
Delete unneeded files from the internal memory or USB
memory. Alternatively, provide other USB memory that has
free space.
Change the encoding type and try again.
Assign a different name. Alternatively, please write to a
folder that does not contain an identically-named file or
folder.

Disk Full!

The internal memory or USB memory is full, and no further
writing is possible.

Encoding Error!
File/Folder Name Duplicate!

For some reason, encoding is not possible.
There is an identically named file or folder.

File Not Found!

A patch or sample used by the project or patch was not
found on disk.

Re-create the project or patch, and save it.

File Read Error!
File Write Error!

The data is damaged, and cannot be loaded.
The unit failed to write into the USB memory.

Illegal Format!

Since the format of this file is incorrect, it cannot be loaded.

Do not use this file.
Correctly insert the USB memory and do not remove it during the writing process.
Do not use this file.

Illegal PCM Wave!
Cannot Load This Wave.
Memory Full!

This file uses a type of compression that the V-Synth GT is
unable to read.
Since the amount of memory you can use for sampling has
become full, the operation was halted.

Use the device that created the file to convert the data into
an 8 bit or 16 bit wave.
Delete unneeded samples from the V-Synth GT.

Path Duplicate!
Path Name Too Long!

You are attempting to write to the same hierarchical level.
The path name is too long.

Project Not Found!
Internal project was loaded.
Too Many Channels!
Cannot Load This Wave.

Cannot find the project specified as the current project. The
internal project was loaded.
This file contains waves for three or more channels, and
cannot be loaded into the V-Synth GT.

Change the writing destination.
Shorten the names of each folder. Alternatively, move the
entire folder to a shallower level of the hierarchy.
The “path” indicates the hierarchical level at which the file
is located. It is given together with the folder name.
Touch <EXIT> to erase the message.

Unformatted Disk!
Unknown Disk Error!

This disk cannot be used by the V-Synth GT.
An internal memory or USB memory error of unknown
causes has occurred.
The process has stopped for one of the following reasons.

Format the disk on the V-Synth GT.
Contact your dealer or a nearby Roland service center for
service.

The User Samples cannot be written into the Internal memory.
During the Format of the USB memory, a long volume
name is used.
Due to the capacity shortage of the USB memory, it
couldn't write.
The USB memory is not ready.
The operation you attempted to execute does not support
this USB memory.

Erase unnecessary samples.

Unknown System Error!

USB Memory Not Ready!
You Cannot Use This Device!

Do not use this file.

Keep the volume name within 11 characters.
Erase unnecessary files from the USB memory.
Insert another USB memory.
Do not select this USB memory for this operation.
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Message Boxes
Message boxes are displayed briefly, and then disappear automatically.
Message

Error Receiving Data!

Meaning
The operation is canceled.
The events at the beginning and end of a wave cannot be
deleted.
The received system exclusive message has an incorrect
checksum value.
The operation has been completed.
There is no event at the specified location.
The event interval is too narrow for events to be placed in
it.
MIDI message could not be received correctly.

Improper Name!

The folder name or volume label is blank.

MIDI Buffer Full!
MIDI Communication Error!

An excessive amount of MIDI data was received all at
once, and could not be processed properly.
A MIDI hardware error has occurred.

MIDI Offline!

The MIDI IN connection has been broken.

Canceled!
Cannot Delete This Event!
Checksum Error!
Completed!
Event Doesn’t Exist Here!
Event Interval Too Narrow!

Please Wait a Minute.

Please wait a short time.

Processing...
USB Offline!

The operation is being executed.
USB cable is not connected.

Writing...

Data is being written.

Action

Correct the checksum value.

Specify a location where there is an event.
Move the interval further from the nearest event.
If the same message appears repeatedly, there is a problem with the content of the MIDI messages.
Assign a name before you execute.

If the same message appears repeatedly, please contact
your dealer or a nearby Roland service center for service.
Check whether there is a problem with the MIDI cable connected to the V-Synth GT’s MIDI IN, or whether the MIDI
cable has been disconnected.

Check whether there is a problem with the USB cable connected to the V-Synth GT’s USB connector, or whether the
USB cable has been disconnected.

